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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a new hybrid unsupervised / super-
vised learning scheme that integrates Independent Compo-
nent Analysis (ICA) with the SupportVector Machine (SVM)
approach and apply this new learning scheme to the face de-
tection problem. In low-level feature extraction, ICA pro-
duces independent image bases that emphasize edge infor-
mation in the image data. In high-level classification, SVM
classifies the ICA features as a face or non-faces. Our exper-
imental results show that by using ICA features we obtained
a larger margin of separation and fewer support vectors than
by training SVM directly on the image data. This indicates
better generalization performance, which was verified in our
experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

By exploitinghigher-order statistics, ICA can not only sepa-
rate mixed signals, but also effectively extract low-level fea-
tures in signals. The independent ICA basis emphasizes the
edge information in images [2], and unlike wavelets, ICA
basis is adaptive to the training data. ICA feature extraction
is also biologically plausible. As shown in [1, 9], an impor-
tant characteristic of sensory processing in the brain is re-
dundancy reduction. ICA algorithms have been successfully
used in face recognition [14, 7].

SVM is a powerful supervised learning algorithm, which
is rooted in statistical learning theory [15]. By minimizing
the sum of the empirical risk and the complexity of the hy-
pothesis space, SVM gives good generalization performance
on many pattern recognition problems [3].

In this paper, we propose a hybrid unsupervised / super-
vised learning scheme that integrates ICA with SVM, and
apply it to the face detection problem. Our experimental re-
sults show that by using ICA features instead of original im-
age data, a larger margin of separation and fewer support
vectors are obtained in SVM training. This indicates better
generalization performance, which is demonstrated in our ex-
periments.

2. HYBRID ICA/SVM LEARNING SCHEME

In this section we describe the hybrid ICA/SVM learning scheme,
beginning with ICA feature extraction.

2.1. ICA Feature Extraction

Let us assume a linear mixture model�������
where components of 	 are independent sources and unknown,
A is unknown, and 
 is observed. ICA tries to estimate the
matrix � in the reconstruction model��������

Applying the natural gradient algorithm[12] to minimize
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the source signal
vector � and its estimate � leads to the following learning
rules: � ����������������� �!�#"������$� (1)� �!�&%�'(�)� � �����*%,+-����� � � " �����$� (2)

where � is the identity matrix, +-����� is the learning rate, and�����.������/0�!1324�$�(565(57� /0��1687�9� " is a nonlinear function. When
the mixed signals have a super-Gaussian distribution,we can
simply let /-��:3���<;>=@?BA-C���:3� .

Applying the rules above, we find the statistically inde-
pendent basis images and then represent the image by the co-
efficients of the projection on those basis images. To control
the number of independent basis images, we use the main
eigenvectors of the training images instead of the original
images to train ICA basis, following [14]. Since we assume
the images are linear combinations of independent sources
in the ICA mixture model, we do not lose information by re-
placing the original images with their eigenvectors that are
linear combinations of the original images. Specifically, we
have the following procedure.

First by viewing each image as an observation of a ran-
dom vector, we compute the matrix D�E , whose columns are



the eigenvectors that correspond to the maximal � eigenval-
ues. We then take D "E as the mixture � and apply the ICA
algorithm as follows: � D "E � �� D "E � ��� 2 � (3)

where each row of � represents an independent image basis.
From D*E , a minimum squared error approximation of �

is obtained by �����	� � � D E D "E�
 (4)

Substituting equation (3) into equation (4), we get�����	� ��� D*E � � 2 � 
 (5)

The rows of � D E ��� 2 are the coefficients for the linear com-
bination of independent basis images in � . Thus for the rep-
resentation of a test image, which is a row vector � 2��� , the
ICA representation is � � � D E � � 2 (6)

where D*E � � 2 is obtained during the ICA training proce-
dure.

Figure 1 shows a set of learned independent basis images
obtained from training images. These basis images look like
localized oriented filters which emphasize image edge infor-
mation.

Fig. 1. Independent Basis Images

2.2. SVM Classification of ICA Features

After obtaining ICA features, we build the SVM training set� ���@�	����������*2 where ��� � � '3� � '�� is the class type of ICA fea-
ture ��� . � is the size of the training set.

Generally, SVM has the following form:� � � � � sign

 �! ���*2 1 �#"%$��& � ��� � � �*%(' $*) (7)

where the parameters are obtained by maximizing the objec-
tive function+

�-, ��� �! ���*2 " ��� '; �! ���*2
�!. �*2 " � " . 1/��1 . & � ��� �9� . � (8)

subject to the constraints: �! ���*2 " �91/� �10032 "4� 265 for 7 � ' � ;0� 
�
/
 � � 
 (9)

By solving the above quadratic programming problem,
SVM tries to maximize the margin between data points in
the two classes and minimize the training errors simultane-
ously. According to a statistical learning theory developed
by Vapnik [15], the following risk bound holds 8:9<; ,= � 9 �>2 =@? EBA � 9 ��%DC E �GFIHKJ �!; ��L E �*%�'(�*�MFIHKJ �!+ L�N ��

(10)

with probability '3� + where 0O2�+O2�' , , is the parame-
ter space and E is the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension
of
� � 5 � 9 � ). The VC dimension E is a key concept described

in [15], which measures the complexity of the hypothesis
space.

Note that for SVM and given input vectors, the larger the
separation margin between positive and negative examples,
the smaller value of the upper bound of the VC dimensionE [15]. Formally, the margin of separation is defined as the
distance between the two classes, i.e.,

Margin � ;P*QRP (11)

An alternative bound on the actual risk of SVM is:SUT D ��V�W�W�X�WB�#Y�2 SUT
Number of support vectorsY

Number of training samples
(12)

It is reported that this bound is tighter than the risk bound,
(i.e., Equation (10)), though it is not as predictive as the risk
bound in test errors [3].

3. THE HYBRID ICA/SVM BASED FACE
DETECTION SYSTEM

The face detection problem has been addressed by many re-
searchers using different approaches, such as statistical mod-
eling, template matching, and color and motion information [13,



11, 10, 8]. The main difference of our detection system from
others is the use of a hybrid ICA/SVM learning scheme. The
training part of our system consists of the following steps:

1. In a training set, ;K0 � ;K0 face and non-face patterns are
labeled as ' and � ' respectively. These face patterns
include faces with different facial expressions and un-
der different views; (Figures 2 and 3).

2. The image blocks are histogram equalized and pixels
close to the block boundary are removed to reduce back-
ground noise and compensate for illumination differ-
ence [11, 10].

3. An ICA algorithm is applied to learn the independent
image basis and generate the training ICA features.

4. Using the ICA features, the SVM is trained for clas-
sification. Since it is difficult to find a good represen-
tative set of non-face patterns, a bootstrapping tech-
nique is used to add mis-classified non-face patterns
into the training set, and then the SVM is re-trained to
get a better decision plane.

Fig. 2. Face Patterns with Different Facial Expressions Used
in Training

Fig. 3. Face Patterns Under Slightly Different Views Used
in Training

To speed up the detection procedure we first apply a skin
color filter [5], which in essence is a thresholding method in
image hue and saturation space, to locate face candidate ar-
eas. In our experiments, we found skin color is not robust to
image or video coding distortion, so it is only used as an pre-
processing step to eliminate non-skinareas in an image. And
we exploit some morphological operations to remove small
blobs and improve the binary face candidate mask. Also, we
re-scale the image since we do not know the size of faces in
the images. We extract ICA features from a sliding window
over the scaled candidate areas after the similar preprocess-
ing as in the training part, and perform SVM classification.
Finally after a simple post-processing to remove some spu-
rious detection, the final detection result is produced.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Table 1 we compared the hybrid ICA/SVM training re-
sults with direct SVM trainingresults withoutusing ICA fea-
ture extraction when choosing 5 � ;��K0 in Equation (9).
From this table we see that the hybrid ICA/SVM training
achieves much larger margin and fewer support vectors than
the direct SVM trainingwhile

= ? E A � 0 for both approaches.
This suggests hybrid ICA/SVM has better generalization ca-
pacity according to Equation (10) and (12).

Detection System Margin Number of

Support Vectors

Hybrid ICA/SVM 306.08 910
Detection

Direct SVM Detection 7.29 916

Table 1. Comparison of Training Results. Note: both ap-
proaches achieves zero training errors

We then tested our hybrid ICA/SVM detection system on
820 face images from the LAMP face database [6] and from
the Essex facial image database [4], as well as on 100884
non-face image blocks which we obtained from the LAMP
face database and the web. In the LAMP face database, the
face images were recorded from broadcast television. In the
Essex facial image database, face examples have expression
changes and position changes. The test results are summa-
rized in Table 2. From this table, we see that the hybrid learn-
ing scheme effectively reduced the test errors. In Figure 4,
we give a detection example on a color image.

Detection System Number of Number of

Miss Detections False Detections

Hybrid ICA/SVM 39 54
Detection

Direct SVM Detection 41 252

Table 2. Test Results
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6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new hybrid supervised /
unsupervised learning scheme that integrates ICA and SVM
to address the face detection problem. From Figure (1), we
see that the ICA bases emphasize edge information in the



Fig. 4. Face Detection Example: Final Result

image data. Our experimental results demonstrated that by
using ICA features instead of the original image data, SVM
effectively enlarged the separation margin and reduced the
number of support vectors in training and finally produced
fewer test errors. Finally, we would like to point out that as a
general learning scheme, the hybrid ICA/SVM scheme can
be applied to other pattern recognition problems than face
detection.
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